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Abstract. One approach to solving the equivalence problem for certain families of context free 
languages is through thu use of ‘transformation trees’. We explore this approach in general. The 
methods developed provide a clear and ccsnplete proof of the decidability of the equivalence 
problem for ‘simple’ languages. It is shown how to decide the equivalence problem for two 
deterministic context free languages, one of which is simple. 
0. Introduction 
The equivalence problem for a language family is that of deciding whether or not 
two given languages in that family (described by means of grammars generating them 
or machines accepting them) are equal. It is well known that the equivalence problem 
is decidable for regular sets and undecidable for the full family of context free 
languages. Despite intensive work, the equivalence problem for the family of 
deterministic ontext free languages remains open. The equivalence problem has 
been shown to be decidable for some significant subfamilies of the! deterministic 
context free languages. Korenjak and Hopcroft 1131 have studied the: ‘simple’ case. 
Rosenkrantz and Stearns [17] have given an algorithm for the class of LL(L) 
gramnrrars. There have been other such families solved, notably by Valiant [21,22] 
and by Valiant and Paterson [23]. Also, see the family introduced by Linna [14]. 
There is a different and interesting approach to these equivalence problems. Let X 
and x’ be two classes of languages. One can discuss interfa.mi!ial equivalence 
problems which take the following form: is there an algorithm to decide fori given 
L E X and L’ E 3X’ whether or not we have L = L’. For short, we refer to this problem 
as an equivalence problem between YC and Yf’. Such notions have been introduced by 
Salomaa [18]. 
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Viewing equivalence problems this way, we recall that the equivalence problem 
twe~ context free languages and regular sets is unsolvable [ 11. In fact, a number of 
icai results are given in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Summary of the equivalence problem between X and ?Z’ 
Bounded 
regular Regular Simple Nonsingular Deterministic 
S S S $51 
S $131 S S 
S S p1 p 
S S S 0 
Sl19J 0 0 0 
UfIl u u u 
S mea~z solvable, U means unsolvable, 0 means ope:n. Numbers refer to the references. 
In the present paper, we solve the equivalence problem between Yl and x’ using a 
eral de-&ion tree approach which is a generalization of the original 
;ed by Korenjak and Hopcroft [ 133. Our approach can be speci- 
to their case and does yield as a special case, a rigorous proof of their result. 
ur result is related to work in [20]. Their result is more general than ours but the 
main point of this paper is the method rather than the particular problem. We hope to 
generalize this method to the case of realtime strict deterministic languages, among 
other Families, cf. [S, 16,211. 
The present paper is organized as follows. The remainder of the Introduction 
provides some basic definitions and notation. 
In Section 1 we give the motivation for our work. We explain the algorithm of 
Korenjak and Hopcroft 1131, which is the basis for our discussion, by way of an 
example and show how this algorithm uses certain transformations to reduce one 
instance of the equivalence p‘*oblem to other instances. In Section 2 we define, in 
general terms, what a transformation is, what properties it should possess to be useful 
in the decision procedure. We define strategies which indicate which transformations 
should be used and when. A metatheorem about decidability of equivalence is then 
proved. 
Section 3 introduces ome properties of strict deterministic grammars [8,9] which 
are needed later. 
In Section 4 a variety of transformations, mostly generalizations of those found in 
[ 131, are introduced and some of their properties proved. 
Section 5 proves, using the metatheorem from Section 2, that the equivalence 
problem is decidable for simple languages versus determtnistic languages. This result 
was mentioned without proof in [S]. 
Although we use fairly standard notation, the elementary definitions are repeated 
briefly. For more detail, see [7, 121. 
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Definition 0.1. A context-free grammar (hereafter aCFG or grammar) G is a d-tuple 
G=(V,C,P,S> 
where V and C are two alphabets, C E V (letters in C and in N = V -C are called 
terminals and nonterminals respectively), SE N and P is a finite relation, P z N x V* 
(the set of productions). 
As usual, we write A + a! is in P instead of (A, C-I) E P. 
Certain conventions are adopted in usage of symbols. Capital letters near the 
beginning of the alphabet are used for elements of V or N, lower case elements like 
a, 6, c for elements of C or C,, = C u {n}. One uses cy, p, y, . . . for elements of 5’” 
and u, v, w, . . . for elements of C*: We use V., to denote the set V u {A}. 
Definition 0.2. Let G = ( V, 2, P, S) be a grammar. We define a relation *C 
V* x V* as follows. For any cy, /3 E V*, Q! +3 (read LY directly derives /3) if a = 
~4~~29 P= alya2 and A-*y is in P for some AEN and CY~,CY~,~E V*. In 
particular, if a 1 e c* or a2 E c* we sometimes write a +t p or a +R p respectively 
(a directly derives /3 leftmost or rightmost). =+*, =$z and ag are the reffexive 
transitive closures of =J, -7L and +R respectively. a! a* @ is read ar derives & 
When the grammar G involved must be specified we write =&, =S& etc. 
The language generated by G is the language 
Two grammars are called equivalent if they generate the same language. 
The concept of a derivation is needed. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be a grammar and 
suppose, for some n 2 0, 
Then this sequence is called a derivation of cyn from CYO, orsimply a derivation of all if 
a0 = S. If for each i, 0 s i < n, CY~ qL ai+l (ai =$R cYi+l), then the derivation iS leftmost 
(respectively rightmost). We may write cyo +’ cy,, to indicate the length of the 
derivation (i.e. number of steps). 
A grammar G is said to be unambiguous if each x E L(G) has exactly one ieftmost 
derivation. 
We say that a language k c C* is prefix-free if u E L and uv E L implies v =A. 
Definition 0.3. A context-free grammar G = (V, 2, P, S) is said to be in 
Normal Form (or GNF for snort) if and only if 
(i) P-{S+A}ENXXN* and 
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(ii) If S -, A is in P, then S does not appear in a right-hand side of any production. 
If the length of the right-hand sides of productions in P is bounded by m + 1, then 
in standard m-form. 
We will also need to use the theory of strict deterministic grammars and languages, 
cf. [8,9]* 
0.4. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be a context-free grammar and let v be a 
ition of the set V of terminal and nonterminal letters of G. Such a partition T is 
(if) for any A, A’E N and crJ3, flk V*, if A + CY@, A’-, Crp’ are in P and 
A’ (mod n), then either 
(a) both /3, j3’ # A and “‘fi =‘l)fl‘ (mod 7~)~ or
[b) j3=&3’=A andA=A’. 
0.5. A context-free grammar G = (V, Z, P, S) is called strict deterministic 
ere exists a strict partition Q of V. A language L is called a strict deterministic 
f and only if L = L(G) for some strict deterministic grammar G. 
Now let us introduce ‘simple’ grammars, cf. [2,3,13]. 
OIQ, A context-free grammar G = (V, C, P, S) is said to be a simple 
grammar if G is in GNF and S + A is not in P and for all A E IV, a E 2, and LY, p E V*, 
A-+ua and A+ap inP 
imply o = /3~ A simple language is a language generated by a simple grammar. 
decidability results for subfamilies of the deterministic languages are 
established by providing decision algorithms. These procedures are of two general 
types. One type of algorithm considers two DPDA’s M1 and i& A PDA A4 is 
constructed to simulate Mi and Mz concurrently. M exploits a certain property of the 
language family that enables two equivalent machines to be simulated using just one 
down store. For example if Ml and A42 are known to accept wo LL languages 
. [17]:1 then the height of the stacks of M1 and M;! can differ by no more than a 
constant if they accept the same language. If the simulation cannot be carried out all 
the way @ecau~e the desired property is no longer satisfied), then M accepts. 
OtherWe 84 accepts if and only if exactly one of MI, A& accepts. Hence M accepts 
I We define “‘fl to be the first symbol of 8. 
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the empty set if and only if Mi and Mz are equivalent, and the decidability of this 
instance of the equivalence problem follows from the solvability of th,e emptiness 
problem for PDA’s. 
The second type of algorithm considers grammars rather than DPDA’s. Such is the 
algorithm, due to Korenjak and Hopcroft [13], that decides the equivalence of the 
languages generated by two simple grammars in standard 2-form, cf. [6,7]. One of 
the reasons that the simple languages are interesting is that they form the smallest 
known family with an undecidable inclusion (L1 c L2) problem, cf. [3]. See also 
[ 14,171. We illustrate the algorithm by a~ example on an intuitive and informal evel. 
Example 1.1. Let G1 be a simple grammar with productions Sr + aAB, A + aAB) 6, 
B + b and Gz, a simple grammar with productions Sz + UC, C + aCDl bD, D + b. For 
each nonterminal string CY, we use L(a) to denote the language generated from cy. 
L(GI) = L(G2) if and only if L(SI) = L(&). Since the only Si production is 
S1 + aAB it is clear that 
L(SI)={wd*~S1~~w}={w~C*~S~9aAB=$ w} 
= a(u EC* 1 AB & u) = aL(AB). 
In a similar way L(&) = aL(C) so L(&) = L(S2) if and only if L(AB) = L(C). 
A similar analysis may be made on AB and on C. Here A, for instance, has more 
than one production. Hence 
L(AB) = L(A)L(B) = {w EC* 1 A 3; w}L(B) 
={wE~*~A-s~~AB~~w or A+b+fw}L(B) 
= aL(AB)L(B) u bL(B) = aL(ABB) v bL (B). 
Clearly these two components are disjoint and since L(C) = aL(CD) u bL(D) is 
obtained in a similar way, we get that L(AB) = L(C) if and only if L(ABB) = L(CD) 
and L(B) = L(D). 
This ‘reduction’ of one equivalence problem to other instances of that problem is 
called an ‘A-transformation.’ 
We can apply this tra&ormation again, and display the result in the form of a tree 
(Fig. 1). Note that since L(B) = L(D) = {b}, the node labeled B and D becomes a 
leaf in the tree indicating, in this case, that this instance of the equivalence problem 
has been answered in the affirmative. -We mark thi.s node with a check. 
Because these grammars are in GNF and simple and since N1 n I& = 0, for each 
c E C and T E Nl u Nz, there is at most one production T + ccy with ar E (N1 u Nz)*. 
Consequently, applications of the A-transformation to the pair T&, T& will yield 
pairs like CY&, cyzp2 where Tl --, ml and T2 + car2 are productions in the grammars. 
In our example, the process of applying t,he A-transformation never terminates. 
Pairs AB”+’ , CD” are generated for each n 2 0. We need a new argument o create 
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AB, C 
/\ 
ABB. CD 8, Dd 
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Ae3, CD2 BB, DO 
/ 0 
0 
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/ 
A l3”*‘, CD” 
Fig. 1. 
*r&cWns’, in other words, we need a new transformation. Consider ABB and CD 
hortest erminal string derived from A (the first symbol in ABB). CD must 
ve some string that starts with 6, unless L(ABB) f L(CD). In fact, for the prefix 
C of CD, C& bD. Hence if L(ABB) = L(CD;, then .bL(BB) = bL(DD) and 
therefore L(BB) = L(DD). We can also write L(ABB) = L(A)L(BB) = L(A)L(DD) 
but L(ABB)= L(CD) so that L(ADD) = L(CD) and because the languages 
involved are prefix-free, L(AD) = L(C). Conversely, if L(BB) = L(DD) and 
L(AD) = L(C), then L(ABB) = L(A)L(BB) = L(A)L(DD) = L(AD)L(D) = 
L(C)L(D) = L(CD). We have shown that L(ABB) - L(CD) if and only if L(BB) = 
L(DD9 and L(AD) = L(C) (although we have left out many unproven facts). This 
kind of reduction is called a ‘B-transformation’. r 
Fig. 2 illustrates a series of applications of A- and B-transformations (the latter 
are marked with a B). All the leaves in the%=ee, xcept one, are check marked as 
conditions known to be true. The only leaf not check marked is labeled AD, C. 
However, a node with the same label already appears in the tree as an ancestor of this 
leaf. This indicates a loop in the derivation and if L(AD) # L(C), then the leaf 
IabeIed AD, C cannot, if continued, display the shortest conflicting terminal string of 
the internal node labeled AD, C. We therefore conclude that L(GI) = L(G2). 
Example 1 .l presented some of the ideas behind the algorithm due to Korenjak 
and Hopcroft [i-3] without proof. Further properties of these transformations have 
been discovered in [24]. A complete proof of a more general case appears later in 
this paper. This algorithm led to the earliest decidability result of the equiv- 
afence problem for a language family that includes nonregular languages. In [17], 
nkrantz and Stearns howed that the equivalence problem is decidable for the 
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AB.C 
/ \ 
BD,DD AD, C 
Fig. 2. 
LL languages (which properly contains the simple languages). The algorithm they 
used was of the machine simulation type (as described earlier). So are the algorithms 
in some more recent results: decidability of e&valence of nonsingular languages 
[2 13, deterministic fir&e-turn languages [2 1, 223, deterministic one-counter 
languages [21, 231 and nonsingular versus deterministic languages [20]. 
It seems worthwhile to investigate the grammar oriented decision procedure 
further. First, this algorithm is indicative of the structure of the languages in question 
whereas the machine simulation algorithm essentially looks at the symmetric 
difference of the two languages.2 Also, it may be possible to obtain decidability 
results for families for ;vhich it is unknown whether the equivalence problem is 
decidable. 
It is hoped that the general presentation of &&ion 2 can be tuned to prove 
decidability of equivalence for various other families of languages. 
2. The general framework for deciding equivalence of garammars 
In this section we develop the mechanism for deciding whether two grammars are 
equivalent. This is done in the most general way possible. Our only assumption will 
* We have recently learned that Olshansky and Pnueli [ 151 have generalized the techniques of 1131 toI 
the case of U(k) grammars. 
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be that the grammars in question are in Greibach Normal Form and that no null rules 
be present. Later in the paper we will use these tools for deciding equivalence for 
me particular classes of grammars, but these tools may be used for other classes as 
Wdl. 
Throughout the rest of the paper we will assume the existence of two reduced GNF 
mars with no null rules; let Gi = (Vi, C, Pi, Si), i = 1,2. We will assume Nl n 
Ng = 18 where Ni = Vi 4, i = 1.2. Let r + 1 be the maximal ength of a right-hand 
side of any production in PI u P2, then G1 and GZ are in standard r-form (cf. [6]), 
1. We will denote N = N1 v N2, P= PI w P2. Further, we use F(Q) to denote all 
finite subsets of a set Q. In particular denote M = F(N*). Also Mi = F(N”), i@ = 
Iv’), fi’ =F(Nt ), i = 1,2. Derivations like Q! +* & cy, 0 E V* where V = N UC, 
to use productions from P (i.e. they may include productions from 
Snse we will’use finite subsets of N* quite extensively, we set aside the letters 
, cc, v, &E to denote them. (Y, p, y, S will still be used to denote elements of N*. We 
metimes use an element of N* to denote the set including only that element. 
For every finite subset of N* we denote the size of the shortest and longest 
elements as fokws. If p E M, p -{A} f 8, then ml(p) = min {l/31  $i E p, /? # A} and 
&Ccc 1= ma% (l/31 1 j3 E p, /3 # A k. Note that A is disregarded here. Whenever 
ml(~) =z m&d is understood we denote m(p) = ml(p) = m,(p). 
!hne additional definitions will be needed. 
f.kfb&k 2.1. For each a E N* and p E M 
L(a)=(xEP*laSu} 
L 
and 
ote that productions from both grammars may be used. 
DefMioa2.2. ForeachAEN,ad,R(A,a)={yIA+ayEP}. 
Note that R(A, a) c N”. Extend this notion for cy EN*, K LX*, R*(a, x) = 
(YEN* a *f_ xy}. Note that the length of the derivations involved is ix I, because 
our grammars are in GNF and are A -free. 
We are now ready to define a notion that is centra! to our discussion. 
IIMMion 2.3. For CL, v E M we say that p is equivalent to V, written p = v, if and 
only if L(p) = L(V). 
It is not too hard to see that = is a congruence relation. 
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Lemma 2J. Let Gi, i = I,2 be as above. The relation = is a congruence relation on M, 
i.e. it is an equivalence relation and furthermore for q, p. V, 5 in M if 7 = p and v = 2; 
then r/u = & 
Proof. The proof that = is an equivalence relation is immediate. 
Suppose q = p and u = 6 for some 7, h, V, & E M. For each x E C* 
x EL(W) 
if and only if there exist y, z E C* such that 
x = yz, y EL(~) and t EL(V). 
This holds if and only if 
x = yz, y~L(p) and EL(S) 
which, in turn, holds if and only if 
x (5 L(&). 
Thus 7~ = /&. 
The following constants exist for every grammar (and, in our case, every pair of 
grammars). 
Definition 2.4. For each A E N let l(A) = min{lx 11 A & x, x E S*) and let 1 = 
max {l(A) 1 A EN}. 
Lemma 2.2. Let Gi, i = 1,2 be as above. 
(1) If cy E N’ and ICY ml. 
Moreover, for all y E C* if Iy I c m, then a! &* y. 
(2) Let p, v E M. If there exists 0 E u such that for ail a E p -(A), Icu 
jL+ v. 
(3) Let x E S*, 1x1 s 1, fi E N*, IpI > 1 and suppose p +E xy for some 
can write p = p’p” with lfl’l= 1 so that p’ +$ xy’, y = y’@“. 
> llfil, then 
y&r*. We 
Proof. (1) is a trivial consequence of the fact that the grammars are reduced and 
A -free, and of the definition of 1. 
If p E V, then there exists x z A, Ix I G 1 Ip I, x E L(p) c L(V). If p = V, then there must 
exist cu E CL, CY z A, a! +z x, i.e. Ia! I G 1x1 c lIpI. But this contradicts our assumption 
about all the elements a! # A of p. Hence p $ v, proving (2). 
For (3) factor /3 3; xy as follows: Let p = B& l l l B,, Bi E N for all i, 1 s i s m 
andletxy=ylyz-• l ym so that Bi *E yi for all i, 1 s i s m. Since the grammars in 
question are A-free, none of the yi is empty. Recalling that xy E C*N* there is a 
unique j, 1 ~j< m s)uch that ~1, ~2,. . . , yj-1 E Lc+, yi E C+N* and 
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y14h IQ429 . . . , y,,, E IV+. But in GNF grammars the derivations Bi 325 yi for i c i G m 
mmt be trivia& that is & = ‘yj (because yi does not start with a terminal). Let yi = .q$ 
where xl E Z’, yi E IV*. Then x = y1y2 l l - yimrx, where each of these i parts has 
hatleast ~.So~~~~~~~RooYi-~Xi~=~X~~l.“~e~OW’Y~~~’=B~~*gB~,~“= 
l l * Bm and y’ = riBi+* l . . Bl (or just yi if I = j) and the derivation is as 
bed. 
C~IJIUY 2.1. Let p, v E A4 If ml(p) > lml(v), then p + v. 
RFQst. By definition of ml, there exists p E v with lpl= ml(v) and for all a! E p -{A}, 
m&4). Thr? result now follows from (2) Lemma 2.2. 
We need some addit:onal terminology to explore situations, where p if: Y. 
ma 2.5. Let C?i, i = 1,2 be as above, and let cc, u EM We define the set of 
witm?sses for JL and Y as 
@(CL, V) == {.x E C* I x E L(p) if and only if xe L(Y)}. 
The set of shortest witnesses i
W(y, v) = (x E w(p, V) 1 for each y E w(p, LI), [xi s Iyl}. 
Thus a witness is a terminal string which distinguishes p from U. 
We now introduce the building blocks for our decision algorithms. 
De&&ion 2.6. A transformation3 T is a partial function from M x M into (fail} u 
U g M x M, LJ finite and nonempty). If T(p, v) = fail we say that T failed on 
(cc, v). If ‘I’(ld, v) is defined and is not fail, then 
T(p, 4 = ((fit, 4, l 9 .p (pm, Y,)) 
whereC(irvjEMforalli, lsisrn andmsl. 
Two important properties of transformation are now introduced which are 
relevant in determining =hich transformations are useful in testing for equivalence. 
Dejiniaiob 2.9. A transformation T is valid with respect o a set Q c M x M if the 
following conditions h&j for each (p, Y) E Q at which T is defined. 
611 ~~vimpliesT(~,v)={(~~,v~),...,(~,,u~)}forsomem~1and~i~~ifor 
eachi,16i<mand 
(21 pf v implies that either T(p, Y) = fail or there exkts (pi, vi) E T(JL, v) and 
Ccif V,* 
’ Sot to be confused with graminatical transformations. 
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The next property is a little more complicated. 
Definition 2.8. A transformation r is monotone with respect to a set Q G M x M if 
for each (F, v) E Q such that @ v and T(p, v) = {(HI, VI), . . . y (g,, v,,,)}, if y is a 
shortest witness of p and v, then there exist i, 1 s i s m and some shortest witness x 
for pi and vi such that Ix~< 1~1. 
Clearly the above definitions need not insist that x be a shortest witness. 
An obvious result of the last two definitions is 
Lemma 2.3. Let T be a transformation which is valid (monotone) with respect to 
QEMxM, then T is also valid (monotone) with respect to any set Q’ G QS 
We will usually have a (small) set of transformations which will bc qgatedly 
applied to elements of some set Q 5 :S$ x M The following notion formulates the 
choice of a specific transformation: 
Definition 2.9. Let T be a finite set of transformations and Q c M x M .A strategy for 
7 and Q is a computable function 9 from M x M to subsets of T such that for all 
(CL, v)EMxM and TEE 
(i) If T E 9(@, v), then T(y, v) is defined. 
(ii) If (CL, V) E Q -{(8,0)}, then sP(g, v) f 0. 
A strategy specifies which transformation(s) may be applied to a given pair. We 
want each of the elements of Q (with the exception of (0,0)) to have one or more 
transformations applicable to it. We allow certain freedom in that 9’(y, Y) may be a 
set. 
Now we introduce a more global property of transformations and a strategy. 
Definition 2.10. Let r be a set of transformations, Q 5 M x M and Bet 9’ be a 
strategy for 7 and Q. Cleaves Q closed under T if for each (p, v) E Q and T E 9(c(, v) 
either T(p, V) = fail or T(p, v) G Q. 
Intuitively, if T(p, v) f fail, then T(p, v) = {(go, VI), . . . , (ym, v~)} for some 
m 3 1. In this case, each of the (pi, vi) E Q. 
Thus a ‘good’ strategy may only generate pairs that are in Q. Finally we are ready 
to present he process of using transformations to build a tree. 
Definition 2.11. Let r be a set of transformations, Q E M X M and 9 a strategy for 7 
and Q. A T, Q, %transformation tree (omit 7, Q, 9 whenever understood) is a tree 
with a potentially infinite number of nodes each labeled by an element of Q u {fail}, 
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where each elementary subtree whose root is labeled by (p, u) corresponds to an 
application of T E 7 where T E 9(~, u). Also the only permissible leaves are fail 
and (F’, v’) where 9’(~‘, v’) = 4). If the root of the tree is labeled (CL, Y) we say that it is 
8 transformution tree for fi, v. 
Note that in general not every (cl, v) may have a transformation tree. 
Lemma 2A. Let 7 be a set of transformations, Q 5: M x Mand 9 a strategy for 7 and 0. 
leaves Q closed under T, then every (h, v) E Q has a transformation tree. 
M. The condition of Lemma 2.4 guarantees that all the internal nodes of the tree 
ingc.nstructed will be labeled by elements of Q, thus eliminating the only problem 
that may prevent he existence of a transformation tree. 
We now establish the properties of transformation trees that make them r.lseful in 
dedsion prmxkres. 
L~~NHD 2.5. Let T be a set of valid and monotone transformations with respect to 
Ail x M and let Spbe a strategy for 7 and 0. Suppose (CL, v) E Q and p * u and y 
is a shortest witness for p and u. For any transformation tree for p and v there xists a 
fini& path from the root to a leaf with successive labels 
where p. = p, v. = u and there exist strings y = yo, y 1, . . . , yr E: C* such- that 
(ii) for each i, 06 i 5 t, pi* vi and yi is a shortest witness for pi and vi and 
(iii) for each i, 1 s i s t, lyil C Iyi-lle 
praof, The argument is an induction on 1 y I. 
Basis: y = A. By the definition of monotonicity, any T E T can only fail on p and v. 
Thus t = 0~ 1~1. The other conditions are trivially satisfied. 
Induction step: Assume the result true whenever Iy 1 s k and k 2 0. Let ly 1 = k + 1 
where y is a shortest witness for g, x Let T E 7 be the transformation applied at the 
root. By validity, either T(p, t.) A iail in which case the argument proceeds as in the 
basisorelse T!y,~)=((~~;,y~),...,(clZn,y~)} and for some i, lGirn, &+: 
with shortest witness y’, Iy’l < Iyl (by monotonicity). Let (~1, ~1) = (ccl, vi) and 
yl= y’. The induction hypothesis applies to (pl, vl) with witness ;?I and yields the 
result. 
~WUB~~ 2.2. Let 7, Q, 9, cc, u and y be as in Lemma 2.5. Then a trunsformation tree 
for p, v must have a path from the root to a fail leaf with no two nodes labeled by the 
same pair. 
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Proof. Two different nodes on the same path have shortest witnesses of different 
lengths. 
Lemma 2.5 characterizes transformation trees for inecluivalent pairs. The next 
result deals with equivalent pairs. 
Lemma 2.6. Let r be a set of valid and monotone transformations with respect to 
QEMxMand let9b e a strategy for T and Q. Suppose (CL, u) E Q, p = u. Then 
no transformation tree for p, u may have a fail leaf. 
Proof. The argument is an induction on the level n of a node in a transformation tree 
for an equivalent pair. 
Basis: n = 0. The only node in level 0 of a transformation tree for p, v is labeled 
(fi, V) # fail.’ 
Induction step: Suppose that for all (p, v) E Q, p = u and all n G no where no > I), 
no node at level n of a transformation tree for p, v is labeled by fail. Let 
n = no + 1. Consider a leaf s,, in a tree of height n. This node is on a path (so, . . . 9 s,,) 
from the root so. Consider the subtree rooted at s1 which also contains the leaf s,. 
Since each T E r is valid, the pair (~1, ~1) which labels sr must satisfy ~1s VI, The 
induction hypothesis applies to the subtree so sn is not labeled fail. 
Because the transformation trees we have been studying can be infinite, it is 
convenient o define a partial transformation tree as the finite tree which results by 
taking a transformation tree which has a cross section 6 and taking everything above 
and including 5. An example is shown in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3. The shaded area is a partial tree of the fzzI1 infinite tree. 
There are many different ways to form partial trees. Let us establish the con- 
vention that no path in the tree is continued if it reaches a node label which has 
appeared earlier. That includes an earlier appearance as its own ancestor. 
Definiition 2.12. Let T be a set of transformations, Q c M x M and 9 a strategy for 7 
and Q. Let t be a 7, Q, %transformation tree. If there exists a cross section 6 of the 
tree whose nodes are all labeled by elements of Q that appear as labels in nodes 
above this cross section (or by fail, or (0, @), we say that t’, the partial tree defined by 
4; is a 7, Q, %equivafence tree (omit r, Q, 9 when understood). t’ is said to be the 
equivalence tree associated with t. 
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The following result presents a situation where equivalence trees are guaranteed 
to exist. 
2.7. Let 7 be a set of transformati’ons, Q G M x M and Y’a strategy for 7 and Q. 
If Q is @ire, then every transformation tree has an equivalence tree associated with it. 
Pmof. If Q is finite, then when the nodes of a transformation tree are generated (say 
breadth first) we must reach a cross section & as described in Definition 2.12 after 
only a finite number of nodes have been created. (Note that the number of 
non-internal nodes is finite if the number of internal nodes is finite.) 
The properties of equivalence trees are now explored. 
Lemnrs 2.8. Let 7 be a set of transformations, Q a finite subset of M x M and 9 a 
iggy for 7 and Q. Let t’ be an equivalence tree for (cc, v) E Q. Then p = v if and only 
if t’ does not have any leaf labeled fail. 
psroof, Starting from t’ we construct a tree ti as follows. For each leaf labeled 
@, $9) in the tree such that the internal node labeled (p’, v’) (which must 
exist) is not an ancestor of that leaf, append to this leaf a copy of the subtree rooted at 
that internal node. Repeat the process for all such leaves. This process must 
terminate since 3: cannot generate paths of length more than IQl. ti includes every 
path from root to leaf of some transformation tree for cc, v that has no label repeated 
twice on any path. Moreover ti has a fail leaf if and only if t’ has a fail leaf. 
If cc = v, then by Lemma 2.6 ti contains no fail leaves and I’ cannot have any. 
Conversely, if J& v, then ti must have a fail leaf by Corollary 2.2. (Note the 
condition that no label be repeated along the path.) Therefore t’ must have a fail leaf. 
We are now ready to state and prove the main results of this section. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 7 be a finite set of transformations, Q a finite subset of M x M and 9 
a strategy for 7 and Q such that all transformations i  T are valid and monotone with 
respect to Q, and 9 leaves Q closed under 7. Then for each (p, v) E Q it is decidable 
whether or not p = v. 
Proof* Let (p, v) be any member of Q. By Lemma 2.4 there exists a transformation 
tree for (cc, v) since 9 leaves Q closed under 7. Furthermore, by Izmma 2.7 every 
such transformation tree t has an equivalence tree t’ since Q is finite. By Lemma 2.8 
c1 = v if and only if t’ does not have any leaf labeled fail. Since t’ has a finite number of 
ncties and each node’s direct descendants are computable, the decidability follows. 
The fol’lowing is the key result which will be used in subsequent sections. 
Tksrem 2.2. L-et “?& 92 be two classes of grammars such that every grammar in 
w 22~ is in GNF and has no null rules. Assume that the following is true for every 
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G1 E ‘31, G2 E %b with Gi = (vi, 2, Pi, Si), Nl n N2 ~0, N = N1 u N2, M = F(N*): 
there exists a finite set 7 of transformations, a finite subset Q of API x M such that 
(&, &) E Q, and a strategy 9 for 7 and Q such that all transformations in T are valid 
aj;zd monotone with respect to Q and 9 leaves Q closed under r. Then the equivalence 
problem between %I and 592 is decidable. 
Proof. This result is a direct corollary of Theorem 2.1. 
In order to use Theorem 2.2 we will need to specify ge,, $, r, Q ;and 9 and prove 
all the three required properties: validity, monotonicity, and closure of Q under 7. 
3. Some properties of strict deterministic grammars 
Before we turn to define the specific transformations we will use, we need to 
specify the grammar domain a little further. While some transformations will be 
defined for every pair of GNF grammars (in the absence of A-rules), others will 
require a smaller family of grammars in order to have the desired properties. In 
particular, we will be interested in the family of GNF strict deterministic grammars, 
without A -rules cf. [4, 91. 
Whenever the two grammars Gi = (Vi, C, Pi, Si), i = 1,2 are specified as such, we 
will assume the existence of strict partitions 7rl, 7~2 on VI, V2. Recaii that C E ~1, 
C E ~2. Let S be a new symbol not in N. Define 72 = ~1 u 7r2 u{(S)}. In particular if 
ni=(ZNl9 . . ..N.+,,), i=1,2,miaI, 
then 
w = G, Nl, . . .v N,,,, N21, . . .y N2m29 {S)). 
To avoid confusion, the fact that two elements of N are in the same equivalence class 
of tr will be denoted A =A’ (mod r), and 7r will be mentioned. On occasion we will 
define some new grammars for which tr will become a strict partition. 
We devote the rest of this section to proving certain properties of strict deter- 
ministic grammars. 
The first part of the following definition is from [9]. 
Definitiorr 3.1. Let cy, fl E V* and let A, B E V such that A # B. If CY = yAal and 
p = yB&, then the pair (A, B) is called the distinguishing pair of a! and p. 
We define the relation DE 5 N* x N* as follows: 
DE = {(a, p) 1 there exists A, B such that (A, B) is the distinguishing pair of 
ar and fl and A = B (mod 7r)) 
(DE stands for Distinguishable by a r-Equivalent pair). 
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Mote that any two strings a, p E V* have a distinguishing pair unless one of them is 
a preb Q! the other. When it exists, a distinguishing; pair is unique. 
The definition of DE requires that a distinguishing Ipair does exist and that this pair 
appear in the same block of 7t; So DE is a relation ton strings that depends on the 
mrnws in question. 
The following facts about DE will be useful: 
3.1. For every a, al, a2, &, p2 E N* 
(i) t/3,, &)E DE if and only if (a&, a&) E DE, 
[ii) (01, a& DE implies (al&, a&) E DE, 
(ii0 if fagi = la21, then (a&, a&)E DE implies either (al, 22) E DE or both 
al = a~ crnd I&, 02) E DE. 
Psu& (i) (& p2) E DE if and only if fir = $81, p2 = yD& and C =D (mod 7r). 
That is true if and only if a& = y’C&, a& = y’Ds2 (y’ = ay) and C =I) (mod r), 
which k true if and only if (a&, a&) E DE. 
(ii) Ilf (as, a& DE, then a1 = yC&, a2 = yD& and C = D (mod 7~). That implies 
that a;/31 = yCi%, a&= yD& (6’1 = SIpI, & = S&2) and C=D ‘(mod 7~). It 
impb that (a&, a&) E DE. 
(iii) (a&, a&)E DE implies that a& = yC&, a& = yD&, C =D (mod w). 
Since tall = Ia21 there are two possible cases depending on the length of y. If 
BY a ,I= Ia& then we can write y = a 1 y’ = azy’ and PI = y’C&, & = y’D&, C = D 
@d w) which implies a1 = a2 and (@I, &)E DE. If Iyl C Iall= Ia& then a1 = yC&, 
a2 = yD& (where p& = 81, p&= 62). Since C = D (mod n) this implies 
(al, a2) E DE. 
We define properties of finite sets of strings. 
m 
Delinitiob 3.2. Let CC E M. g is said to be a set of associates if for each cy, /3 E JL, a! # /3, 
(a, PM DE. 
A set of associates i  one in which every pair of strings is distinguishable by a 
n-equivalent pair. The properties of sets of associates tem from properties of 
sentential forms, in which the distinguishing pair is Ir-equivalent. 
IMnMon 3.3. Let p E A4 JL is said to be unambiguous if, for each x E C* there is at 
most one leftmost derivation from an element of p to X. 
We my g is prefix free if L(p ) is prefix free. 
The unambiguity of p depends not only on this set, but on the grammars involved. 
As a direct consequence of Definition 3.2 we get the following result. 
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Lemma 3.2. If p is a set of associates, then so is each subset p’ of ik. 
Proof. Trivial. 
The following two lemmas establish some important properties of sets of asso- 
ciates. 
Lemma 3.3. Let Gi = ( Vi, 2, Pi, Si), i = 1,2 be Met deterministic GNF grammars. 
Let p E M be a set of associates. Then g is unambiguous and prefix free. 
. 
Proof. Define a grammar G = (V u {s), 2, P u {S + cy 1 a E p}, S). Recall the parti- 
tion v on V u {S}. We will show that 7p is strict for this grammar. First 2 E ,r. how 
let A,A’E_Nu{~S},&?,~‘E V* such that A--,~&A’-*~x@‘EP~{S~~ lcuecl} 
and A =A’ (mod r). The following cases are possible. 
Case 1. A E Nl. Then, by definition of V, A’ E Nl and A = A’ (mod vI). Moreover 
A -* CUP, A’+ c@’ E PI so, since ~1 is strict for Gr, either both .@, p’ # A and 
“‘p = (‘)p (mod nl) and therefore “‘p = (‘) ’ B (modd,or@=@‘=n andA=A’.In 
any event the strictness of v is not violated. 
Case 2. A E N2, This case is symmetrical to the previous one. 
Case 3. A = S. Then, since S is in a singleton block of tr, A’ = S. Then @, a@’ E F. 
Either /3 = /3’ or since p is a set of associates (a& cyp’) E DE, and the strictness of v is 
obeyed. 
We have shown that G is strict deterministic. Moreover L(G) = L(p) since, for ail 
w E Z*, S *z w if and only if a! +E w for some cy E de. 
Theorem 2.2 in [9] now yields the prefix freeness of L(p). The unambiguity of p 
follows from Corollary 1 to the Left Part Theorem (Theorem 2.1 in [lo]), 
Lemma 3.4. Let Gi be as in Lemma 3.3 and let lu E M be a set of associates, CY a prefix 
ofsomeelementof~andxE~“.If~jZx,then,forallcu’p’E1Uwith la’l=l~iandfor 
ally&* ifa’@‘+Txy, thena’=cu. 
Proof. Suppose afl E p for some p E N* (which must exist). By Lemma 3.1(G), since 
Ia’1 = Ial and (a’fl’, cyp) E DE either ((Y’, cu) E DE or (Y’ = cy. In the second case we are 
done. In the first case factor the derivation (Y’P’ +E xy to CY’ +zf x’, p’ +t y’, 
xy = x’y’. Clearly either x’ = x or one of them is a proper prefix of the other. If a’ # (Y, 
then {cY’, (w} is a set of associates and the relationship between x’ and x violates either 
the unambiguity or the prefix-freeness of that set. 
Next we present some operations on sets which leave them as sets of associates. 
Lemma 3.5. Let G, = (Vi, 2, Pi, Si), i = 1,2 be strict deterministic GNF grammars. 
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LetJwvflr~-*r vs E M be sets of associates,  Z= 1. Then 
(S) FokanyxdY,U,,c, R*((Y, x) is a set of associates and if a1 f cy2, q, LYS E p, 
then R*ku, xl n R*(az, x9 = 0. 
(ii) For arty fl E N”, (y I& E p) is a set of associates. 
Ciii) FOG m BQ, (y 1 yp E p for some p E N* and 1 yi = m) is a set of associates. 
Civl If h-*9 44 is a partition of g, s 2 1, then US=, pivi is a set of associates. 
bf. We will use the construction of G from Lemma 3.3 to prove part (i). 
But first let ~1, YZE 9, y1 f y2 where ‘17 = lJQELL R*(a, x), x EC*. Then for some 
cl9 y1 e R*(al, x1 and y2 E R*(a2, x). Consider the following derivations (in 
at *e XYI, S =$t a2 & xy2. Roth kivations are of length 1x1+ 1so we 
can uw Lemma 2.2 in [9] to obtain that (xyl, xy2) E DE. Therefor?, by Lemma 3.1(i), 
t yt, y2) fz IX 
suppa* at # a2 and yt = y2. Then, since the grammars G1, G2 are reduced there 
exists y F, 2T* such that yl = d2 =Y@ y. Then cy1 =$E xy, cy2 & xy contradicting the 
unambiguity of fl. 
7%~ grove (ii) let rl= {y i @YE p) for some p EN*. Then let yl, y2 c 7, y1 # 
Ys~Y~~~~~W so (fiY~,fly~kDE; hence by Lemma 3,1(i) (y,, y2)cDE. 
{Y 1 Y@ E M for p E N*, Iyl = m} for some m 3 0. Let ~1, y2 E qm, 
raspy, y2P2~4 so(vlP1, Y~P~‘~E~DE~~~JY~~=~Y~I.BY 
lmnma 3.1 (iii), (~1, ~2) E DE since they are not equal. 
In order to prove i,iv) denote q = U;= 1 pivi where pl., F,~, . , . , p, arc disjoint 
subsets of CC azh that ‘Jr= I Ni = p and each vi is a set of associates for 1 s i s s. Let 
YI* Etl, YP #y2= Then yl=a@1, y2=a2p2 and there exist il, i2, lsil, i+s, 
QIl rlq a2f I+ PI E vi‘ and &C vi,. If (~1 = a2, then, by the disjointness of pi, we 
have iI = i2 SO that PI, p2 E vi, = viz0 But PI f & (or else y1 = y2) so (&, p29 E DE 
hence W%a2B2k DE. Now assume a1 z (~2. Recalling ai, CY~E p we get (aI, a2)~ 
DE SQ that Wh, a2kM e DE. 
Wi: need a certain property of prefix free sets (similar vo Lemma 12 in [13]). 
-3.6. LetL1, L2, L 3 b e nonempty sets of words and supp,pse L 1 and L2 are prefix 
free. If LJ3 = L2L& then L1 = L2. 
ploaf, We proceed by contradiction. Let x be a shortest string such that x is in 
exactly one of LI, L+ Without loss of generality let x E L1 and x& L2. Let y be a 
shortest word in L;- Then xy E L1L3 and therefore xy E L2L3. We can write xy = x’y’, 
f ~1 and yk ~~ (see Fig. 4). By the minimality of iyl, I~‘13 ;yl so 
but X’ f x SO that in fati x’l< 1x1. Hence, by the minimality of 1x1, X’E LI. 
roper prefix of x L1, contradicting the hypothesis that L1 is prefix 
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Fig. 4. 
4. Specific transformations and their properties 
In this section we will introduce a number of transformations and prove some of 
their properties. We will try to maintain some balance between the generality of 
these transformations and the existence of the desirable properties. As a result, some 
of those properties will be proven later when we specify properties of the grammars. 
The transformations TA and TB are generalizatiolns of the A- and B-transformations 
of [13]. 8 is adapted from the same source. 
First we discuss T,+ 
Definition 4.1. Let ~~ = ( Vi, 2, pi, Si), i = 1,2 be two GNF grammars with no null 
rules. Let CC # 8, v # 0, both b, v E fi (i.e. A does not belong to either p or v), then 
we can write 
where Ai, Bj E N, Qi, pi E N*. In this case the A-transformation TA is defined as 
TA(& v)={(u:=~ R(Ai, a)ai, lJf=l R(Bj, a)pj) 1 a Es). TA(M u(A), v'-J(nI)= 
TA(P, vh TA(~, v) is undefined whenever exactly one of F, v includes A, or either of 
P, v is empty. 
Note that the number of pairs in TA(g, V) is exactly 1x1 which is independent of 
P9 v* .I ,*. 
An example will clarify the way TA works. 
Example 4.1. Let G1 have the productions 
&+ aASllaA(bAB(cA 
A+aB 
The properties we desire are quite easy TV provt for TA, 
hm~ 4.1. For any Gt, G2 in GNF without null nrleJ TA is rtalid and mono@ne with 
respect loAd X M. 
Proof. We assume, without loss of generality, that A & N, AL V. The argument is 
subdivided into separate claims. 
Claim 1. If p = v and TA(N, Y) is defined, then TA(~, v) = {<pi, P*), . . l , (pm, P,,,)) 
for some m 2 1 and ,cck =v& for each k, M&in. 
Proof of CIaim 1. Suppose p = u and TA(p, Y) is defined. By the definition of TE., 
TA(P, y) = ((CCI, VI), l . -9 hn, urn)} for some m a 1. In particular we have CC = 
uf=, Aei and ~4_J~=l B#j for & Bj E N, ai, & EN*, and for each k, 1 s k s m, 
CLL, =U:= I R (& akh pk = lJi= 1 R (Bj, &)@j for SOme ak E 2. 
Now suppose, for some x E s*, x E &&). Then, for some 1 S i s t and some 
y E R(Ai, ak), yai =Pz X. Therefore, by dekition of R, Aei a~ akpi &’ UkX SO 
that 6&x E &L). But then i&x E L(v), SO that for some 1 G j S s, B#j *t a& %lCe IlO 
null rdes are present it must be the case that B#j =j, ak& *z akx where Bj + ak6 E 
P SO that 8 E R(Bj, ak). we conclude from a& & x that x E L(R(Bj, ak)&) G L(vk). 
The same argument applied in the other direction completes the proof thats pk = flk 
and establishes Claim 1. 
Claim 2, If J,& v and TA(~, u) = ((~1, vI), . , . , (pm, v,,,)) for some m 2 1, then for 
any y E Z+, y = ay’ with a EC, y E i?j(p, v) if and only if there is some k, 1 s k s m 
such that y’E @(j&, vk). 
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Proof of Claim 2. Let p = UI= 1 Aia, u = lJ:= 1 Bipi for Ai, Bj E N and ai, pi E N*. 
For y # A, y E L(F) if and only if, 1 s i s t and y E R(Ai, a), 
Api + ayai *t ay’ = y. This holds if and only if, for some i, y’ E L(h’(Ai, a)ai) if 
and only if y’c L(pk) for some k such that a = ak. 
A similar argument holds for v: for y f A, y E L(v) if and only if y’ E L(vk) where 
a = uk. Now y E w(p, V) if and only if y # A and y belongs to exactly one of L(p), 
L(v). This holds if, for some k, a = ak and y’ belongs to exactly one of L(pk), L(vk). 
Finally this is true if for some k, y’E w(pk, vk). 
We now prove the Lemma. Claim 1 establishes the first clause of validity (which 
with the case CC = v). If ~1s v and if TA(p, v) is defined, then any witness of p, v 
= ay’ (since A does not distinguish p and v). Then Claim 2 may be 
the second clause of validity as well as monotonicity: If y = ay’ is a 
r k 8~~ then y’ is a witness for fib vk for some k, 1 S k S m, Hence 
rves some properties of the sets. The next 
GNF grammars without A-rules. 
for wne p, v, MI, . . . 9 @rn9 
idUes, then, for ali h, 1 S h S m, ph 
So that ph =Ubefi R*(S, a 1. By Lemma 3.5(i) FL ig 
Next we deal with the effects of TA on the length af the 
Lemma 4.3. Let G1, GZ be two starrdard r-form grammsrs ad no 
T,&, v)={(~c~,v~),...,(cL~,u~)), mar, for gome 
M. Thenforallh, lshsrn 
and 
m,(v&Sm,(u)+r-L 
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bf. Let p = Uis 1 Aiai. Then for each 1 A < h s m there exists ome (a E C such that 
1 R(Ai, a)ai. By definition of m,, m&h) = Ipi) for some i, 1 s i s t and 
rpome yE R(Ai, a). However lyl s r and Iail= IAiai) - 1 s m,(N) - 1 so m&h) s 
r~r,d/c)+r - 1. The same argument works for V. 
Ts may now be presented and its properties examined. 
Des- 4.2. Let Gi = (V;:, C, Pi, Si), i = 1,2 be two GNF gramm’ars with no null 
rules. L&t p, Y E M, p f 0, Y # 0. If A E cc, then we can write 
and Ai, f Ai, if ir Z i2, 
whereeitherforalik,1/?~1=Iandfl~fA orforallk,pZ=A. 
In thiscase we define the B-transformation TB as follows: for all i, 1 s i s t let xi be 
a shortest terminal string derived from Ai. For each i, k, 1 s i =G t,1 s k s s let 
Q&k = R’r&, XJ = {y E N* 1 o& -42 xiy}. Then 
We refer to these two sets and their elements as type 1 and type 2 target pairs. Also 
T& w (,!}, VU(A)) = T&, Y). If p and Y do not satisfy the above conditions 
&(p, V) is undefined. 
Note that some of the & may be empty. We present an example to illustrate the 
way Ts works. 
Exlunple 4.2. Let Gi, G2 be the following grammars: the productions of G1 are 
-, bElblcD, E + bDlcElc and G2’s productions are S2+ aAlaB, 
B-*bJbB)cAB, I = 2. Let p =(D, E}, v ={ABA, BAB}. Write p = 
l=D, At=E and Y=&&P[~ &=AB, p’;=A, &=BA, 
@z =B. We let xl = 6, x2 = c be the shortest erminal strings derived from Al, AZ. 
Then &,i = (y 1 pi 32 xl?} = {y I AB 3: by} = {BAB}, & = {y I BA 3; by} = 
(A, BAL 62.1 = {B? ABI & 2 = {ABA}. Then ,f il-• 
Ts(tD, El, {ABA, BAB}) = 
= {({A)* {BABA, AB, BAB)), ({A}, {BA, ABA, ABAB}), = 
({DBAB, EB, EAB}, (AB)), ({DA, DBA, EABA}, {BA))}. 
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We now turn to proving validity and monotonicity for T,. While proving these 
properties was quite simple for T’,, it will be harder in this case, and some restriction 
on the pairs (cc, V) will be required. 
Lemma 4.4. Let Gi = ( Vi, 2, Pi, Si), i = 1,2, be two strict deterministic GNF grammars 
without A rules. Let PC, v E M be such that p is a set of associates, p = v, and Tu (cc, v) is 
defined. Then all type 1 target pairs are equivalent. 
Proof. Let p = lJ:= 1 AiIJT=I oij, v = lJi z1 @ kflg as in the definition of TB. Fix i fol. 
the remainder of the proof and let y E L(Uz, aij). This holds if and only if 
Xiy E L(AiUT=, oij), since L(Ai) is prefix-free by Lemma 3.3. We now claim xiy E 
L(AiU;=, oij) if and only if xiy E L(/3#;) for some k, 1 G k g s. The forward 
direction follows immediately from the fact that JL = v. To see that the reverse 
direction is true, note that, if xiy E L(&&) for some k, then x3y E L(A,,,U& amj) for 
some m, 1 C m < t. Since p is a set of associates, we can apply Lemma 3.4 to get 
&I = Ai, hence i = m. Clearly, xiy E L(p$E) if and only if &3: +z xiy. Since lxil G f, 
while p l= A or Ip i I= I, this derivation may be factored into p $? z +E x& [ +z xiy 
where r E 4i.k. Thus, the derivation exists if and only if for some y E &k, y E t(@$). 
This is true if and only if y E L(~i,kP~), hence UT=, Cvij -U”,=, si,&F- 
Lemma 4.5. Let Gi = ( Vi, 2, Pi, Si), i = 1,2, be two strict deterministic GNF grammars 
without A rules. Let cc, v E M where p = lJi=, A,IJT= 1 aij9 V =Ui=, fii& as in the 
definition of TB. If p is a set of associates and p = v, then 
Proof. Let y E L(&I IJj=l A&&i). This holds if and only if for some k and i, 
1 G k G s, 1 s i s t, ~1, yz E x*, yl y2 = y, Ai +t yl and y2 i L(ti,&[). Using Lemma 
4.4, this is true if and only if for 1 G i st, yl, y2 E J5*, yly2 = y, Ai +E yl and 
y2 E L(UF= 1 aij). That is if and only if for some i, 1~ i < t, y E L(Ai U)=l aij)* This 
holds if and only if y E L(p) since p = U:= 1 Ai U;=l aii, and since p s v it follows 
tha,t Ui=l Ui=l A&i,&: 3 V. 
The last two lemmas establish the fact that whenever we know that 
IJi=l U:=l A&i,&[ s IJ~=lp#~ implies, for all k, 1 Sk ss, U:=l Ai6i.k s@L, the 
first clause of validity holds. 
The second clause holds, as the following lemma shows (by proving the 
contrapositive). 
Lemma 4.6. Let &, p E M, Ts (CL, V) is defined. Suppose all the target pairs (types 1 and 
2) are equivalent. Then lo, = v. 
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prooi* Let p=U:=l Ai Ui’l_l aij, v=I,J=~ p;pg as above. Let UF=l aii” 
UX w 1&,&t for all i, 1 G i 6 t and Uf= 1 A&k = /?i for all k, 1 s k s s. From that last 
equivalence we can conclude that 
fi c A&‘&E s (J p$g = y 
&=l i=l k=l 
(by the fact that = is a congruence relation and properties of unions of sets). We will 
now consider the left-hand side of the last equivalence. We can writ: 
and using the hypothesis about type 1 target pairs 
It fobws that CC = V. 
Monotonicity will depend on the properties of strict deterministic grammars. 
w 4.7. Let Gi = ( Vi9 Z, Pi, Si), i = 1,2 be two strict deterministic GNF grammars 
widwut A-rules. Let Qr be the family of pairs of sets of associates and let Q’ = 
((cc, u) 1 ml(v) > 1). Ts is monotone with respect to Q1 A Q’. 
Pnrof, Let p, v E A4 be sets of associates, p + v and assume that T&, V) is defined. 
Further assume p = Uf ., , Ai ‘d;=, aij and v=l_J”,=, &$i as above with I&I = I 
and fii f A for all k. First we need the following claim. 
Claim 1. For all i, 1 s i s t, and y cz X*, Xiy E w(p, v) if and only if y E 
rtcU&r a+ ll = I &kpz )- 
Roof of Claim 1. Xiy E L(p) if and only if for some j, 1 s j s rip Aiaij +z xiy (from 
Lemma 3.4 and the fact that Ai +f xi). Further, this is true if and only if y E 
L(U)= 1 aij). 
On the other hand, Xiy E L(v) if and only if, for some k, 1 s k s s, pi/3 E +f xiy. By 
definition of &,k this is true if and only if /3~/3~ & xiyfiz +z xiy, for some y E 6i.k and 
some kS 1 c k =S s, if and only if y E L(Ui = 1 ei,kP; ). Now xiy E m(p, Y) if and only if 
exwtly one of the following hold: xiy E L(p j, xiy E L(v). This is true if and only if 
exactty one of y E L(UFzl aij), y E L(Ui =I ci,&[) is true. Finally that is true if and 
only if y C, at(u)= 1 (Yij, 'di = ; liJ& E ). 
Mow we examine the set of shortest witnesses for p, V, W(p, v). We distinguish two 
cases. 
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Case 1. There exists xiy E W(JL, v), for some i, 1 s i s t. By Claim 1, xiy E 
W(p, v) implies y E lV(U;=, aij, 1 J”, = 1 (i,&E ) SO that one of the target pairs has a 
shorter witness than xiy. 
Case 2. None of the elements of W(p, V) have xi as their prefix, for any i, 1 s i s t. 
The following fact will prove helpful. 
Claim 2. If Case 2 holds and if m is the length of a shortest witness of p, v, then for 
all i, 1 Gist, Up=1 aii and u” k = 1 (is@% agree on all strings of length no more than 
m - IXil. 
Proof of Claim 2. Let y E IV(U&i a+ lJi =1 e&i). Then, by Claim 1, xiy E 
$@J&, v). However, by the condition of Case 2, xiy cannot be a shortest witness for 
p, v SO that lxiyl > m. Hence I y I = lxiy I - lxil> m - /xii, and the claim has been 
established by proving its contrapositive. 
Now let y E W(p, v). y is in exactly one of L(p), L(v) so there are two subcases. 
Subcase Za. y E L(p). Then for some i, 1 s i s t, ~1, yz E Z*, y = yly2, Ai *t yn 
and y2 E L(U;=, aii). By definition of xi we have 1~11~~ lxil also 1 y I= m SO that 
IY2l=lYl-lY1l~m - lxils We can therefore use Claim 2 to obtain y2 E L(US, =I &PI). 
It follows that y E L(A&i,@[) for some i, k, 1 G i s t, 1 e k s S. NOW we factor 
y = yiy$, y; E L(Ai6i.k) and y; E L@[l). yi cannot be in L(&) for then y = yiyb E 
L(&&) E L(v) contradicting the fact that y is a witness for p, v.. We conclude that 
y; E mJ:=, A&, Ph) and IV ‘t I < Iyl (because ~5 # 4). 
Subcase 26. y E L(v). Then for some k, 1 s k <s, and some yi, y$ ES*, y = y{y$, 
~3: +z y\, pt +E y;. For the sake of contradiction suppose yi EL(U:=~ A&i,k)s 
Then, for some i, 1 G i St, y E L(A&i,kpE)e Write y = ylyz, Ai *E yl, y2 E L(&kPi)* 
But IylIaIxiI, SO IY2I=IYl-lY1l~m - lxi I yielding (by Claim 2), y2 E L(Up=l aij) SO 
J’ =: ylyzEL(Ai UFzl oij) c L(e). This contradicts the fact that y is a witness for p, v 
and thus establishes that yi & L(\ J:=l A&k) SC yi E W(c);=1 A&, pi) and Iy’l I< 
IYI 
be have shown that in any event some target pair has a witness which is shorter 
than a shortest witness of cc, V. This completes the proof of monotonicity= 
Corollary. Tn with any monotone transformation applied to aii of its type 2 target pairs 
whenever /3 g = A forms a monotone transformation. 
Proof. This result follows from the proof of Lemma 4.7. 
As in the case of TA, we show that TB preserves the property of sets being se& of 
associates. Lemma 3.5 will frequently be used in the course of proving this result. 
Lemma 4.8. Let Gl, G2 be two strict deterministic GNF grammars without A-rules. 
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p and v are sets of associates, then so are ph, vh for each h, 1 G h S m. 
ploot. bt p =U:=l Ai Up=: aij, Y=U;=~ Pi@: and 6i.k =R*CPLxi) as in the 
definition of TB* Then 
Since the &“s are distinct we can write, for any i, 1 s i s t, Uy=, aij = {y 1 Aiy E p}, 
so by Lemma 3S(ii) U’j,, aij is a set of associates. By Lemma 3S(iii) the set 
I fii = (y 176 E: V, Iyl= I} is a set of associates. Therefore, using (i) of the 
me lemma *we get that for each i, 1 s i s t, the set 
,i), 6i.k = CJ R*@L xi) = ‘J R*(y, Xi) Is k=l YE9 
is a set of associates. Moreover R*(&, Xi) n R*(&,, xi) = 8 unless /36, = pi,. If we 
rewrite v as v=(J?&(kEI} where Ic{l,2,..., s} is a set of indices of all ulre 
distinct & and & =(pze I& =p t} ; , we can then write &I &,&#g =CjkE&& 
where U,,,&k is a set of associates, the &,k are disjoint and & is a set of associates 
for each k E I (since & = {y 1 &y E Y}). Therefore, by Lemmaa 3.5(iv) Ui=i &,kp~ is a 
set of associat,es for each i, 1 s i s t. The case where p{ = A for all k is similar. 
Turning to U:=i A&k we note that Al, AZ, . . . , A, 32 a partition on IJ:=l Ai 
which isa set of associates (by Lemma 3.5(iii) applied to p with m =L 1. Recall the Ai’s 
are distinct). Furthermore &k is a set of associates so Lemma 3.5(iv) can be invoked 
to prove that Uf=1 Ai&i,k is a set of associates for each 1 G k S s. 
Finally {pi) is clearly a set of associates for each 1 G k s s. So we succeeded in 
showing that all the sets in question are sets of associates. 
The effect of Y“’ on the length of strings is now examined. 
- 4.9. Let Gr, G2 be two standard r-form grammars with no A-rules. Let 
TB(CC, d= h, d,. l . , (pm, Y,)) for some p, V, PI, l l . , tic,, ~1, l . . , vrn E MO Then 
jorallh, M/&m 
m&&max{m,(~)+ rl, I). 
proof. Let~=U:=lAiU~=~CYij,v=USk 
?!Bk, d = ((9 9 iq &4&Z) 1 
= 
First consider the length of strings in &,k 
I, and the length of the derivation is I- 
= 1 p ;@g as in the definition of TB. Then 
l~irr)U~(~~Ai8k,bl) 1 lskss]. 
If y E e&k, then pi +E Xi?, where IS ; I s f, 
xii. By induction on lxil we can show that 
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I~lsIPifI+I~il(~-l) ( since each step in the derivation drops one nonterminal and 
qdds up to r - 1 nonterminals to the sentential form). Heace 1~1 s I + I(r - 1) = rl. It 
follows that m, (ti,k) s rl, for all i, k, 1 s i s t, 1 s k 6 S. W~Z can IIOW see that for each 
i, 1 S i S t, 
and for each k, 1 s k < s 
For each h, 1 s h s m either ph = Up= 1 ttii for some i, 1 g i s t w pr, = lJ: = 1 A& 
for some k, i c k s s. So either m&h) s mu(p) - 1 or m&ql) s rl+ 1. In any event 
mu(ph) is bounded by the larger of the two. Applying the same aqpment to m&d 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Next we introduce three simple transformations whose properties are easily 
proved. 
Definition 4.3. Let Gi, i = 1,2 be two grammars with no A -quiet and let g, ZJ E M 
T0: If exactly one of p, v is the empty set, then Td(p, Y) = fall. Tg(p, v) is 
undefined otherwise. 
TA: If p=v= A, then T,(g, V) = (0,0). If exactly one of p, Y includes A, then 
y, (p, V) = fail. Otherwise T/r (p, v) is undefined. 
Tl: If m&) z /ml(v) or ml(v) > /ml(p), then T~(F, Y) = fsSI. Otherwise Up, 4 is 
undefined. 
Lemma 4.10. Tg, Tn, Tl are valid and monotone with respect 20 IW x M. 
Proof. Tu, is defined only for a case where p $ v (e.g. g = fd add u + @. The first clause 
of validity is vacuous, the second clause holds since Te(#, N) = fail irl this case, and 
monotonicity holds vacuously. If T,(p, t’) is defined, then if fi s Y we? have h = Y = 
A, TA (A, A) = ((b,(b) and the first clause of validity holds, If M # Y (A is in one but not 
the other), then TA (N, Y) = fail so the second clause holds, alrd monotonicity holds 
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Fig. 5. 
vacuously. If Tl(p, u) isdefined, then m&) > lm&) or ml(v) > lmr(p). By Corollary 
2.1 p e V. The proof now parallels the one for Tu. 
An example for 8 may prove helpful. 
ExmmpIe 4.3 (see Fig. 5). Let Gi have the productions S1 + aTlb, T + aTlblc. GZ is 
mmar with productions Sz+ aAlaBlb, A + blaBA, B -, claAB. We can see 
thatl=l.Consider~={T;, v=(BA,AB}. ml(v)=2>14=lm~(p)so T,(~,u)= 
fdl. Indeed no string of length less than 2 may be derived from v. T is guaranteed to 
derive strings of length 1 or less. (In fact T =$z 6.) 
We now show how this instance of Tl detects the inequivalence of G1 and GZ. We 
start generating atransformation tree for Si, S2 by appiying TA whenever possible. 
We then apply q to (Y+}, (BA, AB}. 
5. The decidabii of equivalence for deterministic vs. simple grammars 
Section 2 provided the general mechanism for deciding whether two grammars are 
equivalent. Section 4 defined a number of transformations and explored some of 
their properties in certain generality. We now focus our attention on the families of 
grammars for whkh we want to prove that the equivalence problem is decidable. For 
this section we assume that G1 is a strict deterministic grammar in standard r-form 
while G2 is a simple grammar, cf. [ 131, in standard r-form, t 3 1. As before no A -rules 
are present. Recall that a simple grammar is also strict deterministic. 
We ~tted to specify the set r of transformations to be used, the finite subset Q of 
M X M which will be the set of labels for our equivalence trees and the str::tegy that 
will govern the construction of these trees. 
We let T = !T;, T,, TA, T0, 5). 
Define Q as the intersection of the following sets: 
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81= {(p, 4 E A4 >: M 1 p and v are sets of associates), 
Qz={(p, v)~iWUk?~ (~1~1 and vd&=F(N:~)}, 
So each pair (CL, v) in Q must possess three properties. Both F and v must be sets of 
associates, v must be a singleton (or empty) and consists only of symbols from the 
simple grammar and the sizes of strings in fi and v mwst be bounded by r(/ + 1) 
and rl(l + 2) respectively. It is this last property that makes Q ilnite. . 
The strategy we will employ will force the application, of T,, & or T, whenever 
they are defined. When none of these transformations i defined, TA and TB may be 
applied (if they are defined) with the only restriction being that T4 may not be used 
for pairs with long strings. 
Formally, denote r’ = {T,,, Ta, Ti}. 
Define a strategy Sp as follows: For all (p, V) E M x M- 
(1) for T E T’, T E Y'(p, v) if and only if T(p, V) is defined. 
(2) TA E 9'(p, v) if and only if 
(a) for all T E r', T(&, v) is undefined and 
(b) TA(~, v) is defined and 
(c) rn&)S al+1 
(3) TB E Y'(p, v) if and only if 
(a) for all T E r', T(g, v) is undefined and 
(b) TB(p, v) is defined and 
(c) (E.c, v) is not a type 2 target pair of a previous application of Tn for which 
0: = A for all k. 
Before we discuss the properties of the entities we defined, we have to make sure 
that Y is indeed a strategy. Property (i) from Definition 2.9 is easily verifiable. As for 
property (ii), elements of Q - {(8,0)} for which nei,ther of TA, Tu apply are of the form 
(p, v) where p # 0, v # 0 and A is in neither of them (or in both whic)r is a possibility 
that may be discarded si:xe T(lr, u {A}, v u(A)) = T(p, V) for 7’~ (7’1, TA, T&S TO 
see that for each such pair at least one of TI, TA, TB applies, just note that when TB is 
applied and fli = A for all k then some transformation other than TB will be 
applicable to the type 2 target pairs. 
The only transformation whose validity and monotonicity must be proved 
is TB. 
Lemma 5.1. TR is valid with respect to Q. 
Proof. Let (EL, v) E Q such that p = v and TB(g, v) is defined. Then CL = 
Ui=i AiIJFsl aij and v =Ui=l p#g. Here s = 1, SO v = (P;p';}, By Lemma 4.4 all 
type 1 target pairs are equivalent. By Lemma 4.5 Ui = 1 iJ:= 1 A&@Z s Ui = 1 PLPL 
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Rewriting this using s = 1 we get 
U:= 1 A& is a set of associates (by Lemma 4.8) and so is {pi }. Therefore 
L(L);:-* A&j and r.(p’, ) are prefix free sets (by Lemma 3.3). Using Lemma 3.6 we 
conrzlude that Ut , = 1 A&l = & which is the only type 2 target pair. So Ts is valid. 
Lemma 5.2. T is a set of valid and monotone transformations with respect to Q (if TB is 
folk?wed by some other transformation when required). 
Proof. T:a is valid and raonotone with resp#ect to M x M (Lemma 4.1). The same is 
true for TA, TH and Tl (Lemma 4.10). Using Lemma 2.3 for TA, TA, TO, Tl (Q G M x 
A4) and adding the resultis of Lemma 5.1, Lemma 4.7 and its Corollary completes the 
proof. 
Next we need to show t.he closure property. Again, most of the work has already 
been done. I The only new property needed here is stated in the next Lemma. 
Lemma 5.3. Let G1, GZ be as above. Suppose (p, V)E Qz. If TA(~, v) (TB(~, v)) is 
de,cined and is equal to ((~1, VI), . . . , (CL,,,, v,,, )), then (ph, vh) E Qr for all 1 G h s m. 
Proof. Let (cc, V) E 02. Then, if TA ( TB) is defined at this point v = (p), p E hrf. 
First consider T,+ Since p E IV;, write p = B&l with B1 E IV*, /31 E IV;. Then, for 
any h, 14 h S m, vh =R(BI, a)&. 
Gz is simple hence IR(B1, a)1 s 1 (i.e. there is at most one production Bl* cry E P), 
so vh is either empty or vh = {J&} where y& E IV;. 
For TB write p = p#‘, where pi, pr EN;. Then, for any h, 1 s h s m two forms 
are possible for vh. 
Case 1. vh =&fly. Since G2 is simple &,I =R*(&, Xi) is either empty or a 
SingktOn hence lvh 1 S 1 z i+ E & 
case 2. vh = {pi }. Here the result follows trivially. 
We can now put some results together to get the following lemma. 
Lenumra 5.4. 9’leaves Q closed under T. 
l%uofe Let (P, v) E 0, and suppose some T E 7 is applied with T(p, ~4 = 
Ocrr, G l - l 9 &I, y,)). Let h be any integer 1 s h s m. We would like to show that 
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(pi,, vh) E Q. First, since T(&, v) # fail we must have T E { TA, ‘TB}, or T = T#t, CC = v 
{A}. The latter case is easily dispatched, so we consider only the former. 
Q s Q,, so we can USE Lemma 4.2 (for T,d) or Lemma 4.8 (for TB) to show that 
bh, vh) c 01. 
Q s Qzr so by Lemma 5.3 (PI,, vh) E cl?z. 
Since 2% {TA, TB}, T,(@, V) is undefined (by definition of 9) so that 
Now we need to make a distinction between TA and Ts. 
If T = TA, then, by the definition of 9 
hence, 
m,(u) S l(rl+ I). 
Using lemma 4.3, we get 
and 
mu(uh)6mu(u)+r’l d(rl+ l)+r-1 
=rl*+l+r-1 
Grl*+rlQrl(l+2), 
since131 andral. 
If T = TB, then (by the fact that (cc, vk (;$) 
and hence 
m,(u)Srl(l+ 1). 
Using ,Lemma 4.9 we get 
mu(@h)~max{r(l+ I)- 1, rl+ 1)s r(l+ 1) 
and 
mu (vh) s max{d( l+ 1) + rl, 1) = rl( 1 + 21, 
since rl(l+ 2) 2 1. 
In any event (ph9 &)E Q3. h follows that (fit,* vh)e 81 n QoQ~ S 0. 
The proof of Lenima 5.4 presents ome facts about the nature of the st 
the way the equivalence tree is constructed). Only far Q3, namely th 
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length of strings, did we need to consult the strategy to decide which of r’ and TB 
would be used. TA cannot be applied repeatedly (in some cases) because ‘long’ p’s 
may be produced, requiring Lpplication of TB. 
Also note that the fact that m,(v) = m,(v) plays an important role in the proof. 
Theorem 5.X. For any pair of strict deterministic GNF grammars without A-rules G1 
and Gs such that GZ is simple it is decidable whether or not L(Gl) = L(G2). 
Proof. Let 7, Q and 9 be as defined in this section. For each pair (P, v) in Q, 
m&)~r(li-1) and m,(V)srl(l+2). Since r and 1 are constants for any given G1 
and Gt this implies that strings in ~1 and v are bounded in size. Therefore Q is 
finite, 
Clearly (S1, S2) E 0. 
By Lemma 5.2 all the transformations in7 are valid and monotone with respect o 
Q. By Lemma 5.4 9’ 1 eaves Q closed under 7. We can therefore use Theorem 2.2 to 
rzbtain our result. 
Theorem 5.2. It is decidable whether two deterministic languages, one of which is 
simple, are equivalent. 
Proof. Let L, be a deterministic language (described as a deterministic pushdown 
automaton). Then LJ is strict deterministic and by [4] we can construct a strict 
deterministic GNF grammar G1 for L1$ which will not have any A-rules (since 
A @ L&. If L2 is any given simple language, then so is L$, and a GNF grammar GZ 
with no A -rules can be constructed for it (from a simple grammar for L2 or a simple 
machine). LI= Lz if and o,nly if L( G,) = L( Gz), so using Theorem 5.1, we establish 
the decidability of the equivalence problem. 
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